vision
Open to everyone, together we are
finding ways to live life and challenge
mental health stigma.

mission
High quality, ambitious, experimental,
purposeful art and design work and
support to make individual ambition a
reality.
We are proactive at creating pathways
into decision making across all areas of
the business.

values
Encourage creative adventure
Act with purpose
Create an environment of warmth
Recognise we are all individuals
and we rely on each other

"even if I push myself to come in, I feel I
change between the bottom of the stairs
and the studio, I feel different – less
stressed, happier, I like company"
People join the team at Designs in Mind predominantly
referred through secondary mental health care. Some
people are referred through their GP, through Social
Prescribing, and some people walk in to our shop.
Wednesday mornings are the starting point, a huge
challenge for many to walk through the door, and always
an inspiration to see the strength needed to make that
happen.
These mornings are about finding ways to be with people,
contribute and work together whilst learning the skills
needed to participate in the working life of the studio.
Some things that have changed over the last 12 months
are the creative skills developed now directly relate to
production, people move on to other days after about 10
weeks, there are two groups meeting regularly which has
doubled the number of opportunities to join the team.

"when we’re doing a project that
goes out into the world –
it gives me more connection"
Every production day starts with a morning meeting, a
chance to check in, catch up, chat. We look at the menu of
work for the day, a variety of tasks across commissioned
artwork and retail products.
Some projects are just starting, some coming to an end,
and some with a long way to go. Every one says what they
are working on, this can change from day to day or some
people will lead on a project from beginning to end. There
are practical, functional tasks and creative tasks, new skills
to develop, new ideas to grow.
Every project starts with a creative adventure. We play
with composition, colour, texture. We are inspired by
images, text, still life, music and we experiment. There is
space to make mistakes, take risks and we are
constantly surprised by what happens.
In the last 12 months we have opened for production on
Mondays and Fridays as well as Tuesdays and Thursdays.

"I boast about what I do.
I’m very proud I come here"

"I was expecting the worst and
surprised by everything."
Bill's Story
8 months ago I couldn’t leave the house. The only thing I would try was
the shopping in Sainsbury’s, but I couldn’t go without my son and if it
was too busy I would turn on my heels and run. Every day I would
wake up and feel sad I was alive.
My anxiety was high on my first day, I was apprehensive but within 10
minutes I had calmed down, I was settling in straight away, I felt at
home, like I had found a new family - this was unusual, it was a
strange mix of emotions.
Now I am part of the production days I come twice a week, it is
essential, I’d be lost without coming here and I would slip back. I have
to take each day as it comes but I have not missed a day coming
here. The night before I come, I smile, I am happy about the thought
of tomorrow.
I have been part of the team screen printing the panels for Gobowen
Library. I have so many more skills now. There are 32 panels, with
many different elements and with each one I learn new techniques and
tricks.
The good thing about here is that it’s not just work for the wall. I am
involved in producing work that lots of people will see, I want people to
see it, and I feel so proud that I am putting something back in to the
community.

"I am soaking it in, coming out of myself,
making friends and not hiding away.."

"I’ve learnt I’m actually worth
more than I ever thought I was"
Our shop has been open now for a full 12 months. We can't
really believe there was a time without it. It is like a great big
badge that we are wearing with pride.
We believe that high quality art and design work with a
positive social impact should have a place on the high street.
We sell contemporary, bold beautiful homeware and gifts that
challenge mental health stigma and make visible lives and
stories that were once hidden.
We are provoking and developing a conversation about what
a mental health service looks and feels like.
We are more connected, part of our local community, open for
workshops, exhibitions and events.
We have a front door now, we are not just hidden away, this
is a huge shift for us, with lots of opportunity and potential.
JOLT, The Designs in Mind Shop is sooo much more than a
shop.

"sense of purpose goes hand in hand with
sense of worth"

Top 10 products sold per unit

Top 10 products sold revenue

"I didn't even know what I was looking for
anymore, but I'd gotten so low and
desperate, I knew this was my last chance."
Pip's Story
One day late last September I walked through the doors of JOLT. I had
no idea what I was walking into or what to expect, but it didn't take long
before the dam burst and floods of tears followed.
I'd been hiding from the world for five years - I wasn't prepared for the
warmth and kindness I received. The word 'art' and all the scary
connotations it brought with it hadn't even entered my head yet, but I
knew I'd have to let go and just try.
After isolating myself for so long this wasn't going to be easy. I was
going in to this with no self esteem or social skills. Avoiding any
creativity since childhood did nothing for my confidence either.
But from my first session onward there was a focus on breaking the link
between the conscious thought and action, it stripped back the doubt,
worry and fear of failure. It makes taking the first steps so much easier,
the self imposed pressure of initially putting pen to paper came more
naturally.
There has been a huge shift in me on a personal level since finding this
amazing place. I'm a lot of things I haven't been for a long time. But
without resorting to a very long list I'll just say that I am happy and have
a sense of purpose that has been missing.

Pip is a Camerado and can be found on Oswestry
Market every Saturday in his public living room
https://www.camerados.org/

"I felt I was a bird in a cage –
now I’m released"
Knowing that you are in a space with people who understand,
with shared experiences, where you can be the whole of you without fear, judgement or shame is a big part of studio life.
Over the last 12 months we have shared these stories, and had
a powerful conversation about the stigma of living with mental
health challenges.
One of the most unsettling things about a #mentalhealth
diagnosis is that nobody believes anything you say. You are
spoken about not spoken to. AND THAT is undermining in the
most pernicious way #SmashingStigma
‘I have lived with the sharing 'filter' on strong for so long…the
fear of making others uncomfortable or even upset, and largely
due to not being able to take the pain of what led to my
diagnosis…I’m tired now’ #SmashingStigma
‘So much of how we live is governed by expectations of
normality and ok- ness. I feel unable to recognise when I am
really NOT ok. I feel completely held back from saying ‘help me’
without feeling like I am making a fuss.’ #SmashingStigma
Our #SmashingStigma campaign made us noisy, we got noticed
for not only wanting change - but making it happen, we found
our place in a huge community across the world, we raised over
£11,500. We learnt a lot and got fired up to do more.

"I can do things I thought I’d
never be able to do"
92% of members say that Designs in Mind has a positive
effect on their wellbeing (8% not sure)
92% of members say that they feel part of a community (8%
not sure)
95% of members say they feel creatively challenged
84% of members say that Designs in Mind has a positive
impact on their confidence (14% not sure)
78% of members say they have a sense of purpose (22% not
sure)
52% of members say they are involved in decision making,
with an additional 42% saying they don’t want to be and/or
they know they can be
75% of members think they have learnt something about
themselves (25% not sure)

"I don’t feel I’ve got to come here, I feel I
want to come here"

"it’s a goal; we’re achieving
something as a whole organisation"
I'M FINE - words that cover up so many hidden stories. We have
had incredible achievements in the last 12 months, but also had
to find ways to manage some of the hardest experiences.
This year, a young man took his own life. How do we bring the
group through a tragedy like this? It effects so many and on such
a deep level. During the year our partnership with Samaritans
and others has strengthened. We are not isolated we are
connected. We have learnt something. We are planning a
memorial, we keep talking, we make space.
Key staff have left Designs in Mind – we have lost wisdom,
experience and expertise. But new people have joined with new
ideas and with new enthusiasms.
We have become a much larger organisation, with a front door,
more visibility, more interest, new areas of work, more people,
more ideas, more perspectives. Steering a path between clear,
responsible and accountable governance and a sensitivity to
individual needs, and a nuanced response to evolving situations,
is complex and challenging and needs constant rethinking.
We don’t and can’t always get it right, but increasingly we are
tackling it together, as a whole organisation.
This is how it will be, always changing, always adjusting, always
moving forward.

The Team
111 adults referred through mental health services
(members) (2930 attendances)
22 volunteers (4994hrs)
12 staff (4FTE)
2 work experience placements
4 specialist artists
6 directors
(2 current members, 2 past members, Founder and
external rep)
10 people on the executive
(6 members, 2 volunteers, 2 external reps)

New Roles
18 people starting/ maintaining paid work, volunteering,
or education whilst at Designs in Mind
6 moved on to employment
3 moved on to training and education
Commissions
Summerhouse- Textile piece
Gobowen Library- 36 Printed Screens
10 Leather Rolls
100 CEDAR Grief Leaves
Wilfred Owen Festival Bench
14 UK Social Enterprise Awards
Villa Russo Textile Piece
7 Clarion Awards
Schlurrp- seat covers
Raffle Prize- Textile Quilt
Retail
Eden Collection- cushions, tea
towels, make up bags, notebooks
Glass Jewellery
Stools/ lamps/ tables/ book stand/ guitar stand/ benches,
bird boxes/ clocks from recycled materials
Embroidered Artwork
Ceramic Pots
Collaboration with ARK- Leather notebooks, purses, key
ring
Glass Eggs- brooches, magnets, earrings
Glass Christmas Decorations
Perspex Jewelley
Printed Artwork
Textile Pot Holders
Christmas Cards
Collaboration with Annie Sloan
Collaboration with Roving Loom
Development of Bijoux Collection
Development of candle project
Development of design commission
Permanently opening our JOLT shop in Oswestry
Pop Up Shop Old Spitalfields Market London
Pop Up Shop Leicestershire

Activity
384 studio session
6 Executive Meetings
5 Members Day
14 open public workshops
18 specialist arts workshops inc poetry, digital arts,
ceramics, glass
AGM- Celebration Event inc presentation from Karen
Lynch from Belu
Event with Kevin Braddock- Torchlight
38 training days/ external courses
Additional Support
4 people with benefit support
2 people with housing support
9 people connected to Enable
6 people supported to access Samaritans
9 people connected to Oswestry Job Centre
3 people supported to access Shropshire Mind
Exhibitions
I'M FINE
Wilfred Owen
Flowers of Remembrance
Gobowen Commission
Eden Designs
Presentations
Oswestry Annual Town Meeting
Oswestry Health Forum
Oswestry Rotary Club
Shropshire Creative Health Conference
HomeStart
Disability Oswestry
Embroiders Guild
Participation/ Contribution
Kings Fund research Arts & Health
House of Lords Round Table Community Business
Consultation
RSA System Entrepreneurs in the Public Sector
National Centre For Mental Health Research
SEUK Social Saturday
Steve Morgan Foundation Conference
Shropshire Mental Health Strategy
SEUK and NHS Conference
Losing Control Conference
Time To Talk 2019
Shropshire Mental Health Forum
Visits from The Genesis Trust in Bath, Year Here
Fellows, Ceramics Care CIC, Salford Makes, Christian
Foundation Milton Keynes
Visits to the Shaw Trust, SHM Foundation, Ruthin Craft
Centre
Finalist UK Social Enterprise Awards

Ellie's Story... "This week I left
Designs in Mind, this is my story and
I would love to share it with you..."
I had a breakdown on 3rd November 2010 which left me almost lifeless, not wanting
to exist, feeling useless and worthless, wanting to hide away from everyone. It was
awful for my husband to come home and find me shuddering in the corner of the
bathroom with a knife in my hand.
In 2011, my CPN noticed that I enjoyed being creative and knew about an
organisation called Designs in Mind, in Oswestry. I went with her to visit – I was so
nervous and was so scared about being looked at and judged. When I did visit I
remember shaking, not saying much and I couldn't hold my head up to look people
in the face.
I arrived as a very quiet, scared and trembling person with a stutter, concerned
about how I acted and looked.
As I got mentally stronger and more confident, I started to volunteer. I could hardly
believe that the staff had faith in my abilities. I supported the development of JOLT
and became a Director on the Executive. At this point, I still couldn’t see a way in
which I would ever be fit to go back to employment. I felt that Designs in Mind and
Jolt were my comfort blankets and the box that I wouldn’t step outside of!
Could I transfer my previous and current skills in the big “outside” world of work?
I talked things through with a few members of staff and volunteers and before I knew
it I applied for a job. This was a massive step forward and although I didn’t get the
job, I knew this was the way I wanted to move forward and knew that my time at
Designs in Mind and Jolt was going to come to an end – a positive move on.
Well, here I am preparing to move-on to employment in the big “world of work”. I
haven’t been in paid employment since the day of my breakdown so this decision,
although scary and exciting, seems a natural progression from my volunteering in
the studio and the Jolt shop.

"I will be forever grateful to you all for
returning myself into my body."

"Joining in feels like I am making a
valid contribution"

25% Grants
20% Earned Income

55% Shropshire CCG
A huge thank you to all of our funders....
Shropshire CCG, The Morgan Foundation, The Henry Smith Charity,
Shropshire Council, Oswestry Town Council.
You have all been to the studio, you all talk to us, it's honest - it feels like a
conversation.

Together we are
finding ways to live life.
mental health

CMHT's, GP,s, Redwoods, IAPT, Mental
Health Forum, Social Services, Shropshire
Mind, Shrewsbury Samaritans, Confide
Counselling, SIAS, Enable, Qube,
Association of Mental Health Providers,
Mental Health Innovation Network

donated materials

Pennant, NWN Media,, Oswestry Framing
Shop, Morgans Decorators Merchants,
Ingrid Knowles
Aabelard- Bishop's Stortford, Dept.Store
For The Mind, Etcetera- St Davids, For Arts
Sake- Ealing, Kelso Flower Studio- Kelso,
Get the Picture- Shrewsbury, OklahomaManchester, Oriel Gallery- Wrexham,
The Big Issue

JOLT trade

Oswestry Library, Kevin Braddock, Shared
Reading, Arthouse Unlimited, ARK,
Dept.Store For The Mind, Rachel Kelly,
Ohh Deer, Gemma Correll

JOLT the Designs in
Mind shop

social enterprise & leadership

Social Enterprise UK, Practical Governance,
Michelle CL Bennett, Creative Inspiration

#Smashing Stigma ambassadors
Bob Thust Trish Annie Stevens Caitlin Cockcroft Madeline Moore
Amanda Fitton Gemma Wade Jules Ellie Amy White Alfy Val White Fergus Arkley Julia Turner Gemma
Moran Jaqueline Cooley Alison Scott Kevin Gibson Louise Arnold Kelly Evans Aaron Child Rakhee Jones
Karen Turner-Smith Julie Davies Jane Povey Kathryn Diggens Kelly Evans Ros Slowley David Floyd
Sarah Holden Sheila Laurens Isobel Ashford Emma Kaye Maggy Heintz Ruth Thomas
Beth Bodycote Cora Thust Cath Gilliver Eleanor Segall Lauren Bates Bethany Smith Caroline Pollitt
Jane Cowling Jenny Lewis Lisa Yates Gabi Hampson Elin Humphreys Marilyn Carter Cllr Steve Mason

"I feel alright when I’m not here
because I come here. I’m glad
I’m here."
3 big things for next year
Listen and Connect - we're making space
A space to talk and be heard when help or support is needed, and an
opportunity for a connection to be made, in person, online or by phone, to
more support
A space to talk and be heard, to check in with yourself and all that is held
inside. An opportunity to think and process things before it really gets too
much.
A space to participate, be challenged and be proactive about making
changes in life, supported by people who understand.
Design Commission
We want retailers to get excited about working with us, we have something
to add to their range - simple, bold, playful designs to create something
interesting, fun, useful and with a huge social impact.
We are developing a London Advisory Board and getting a lot of support
to make this happen.
JOLT the Designs in Mind Shop
We have been open a year now, we have learnt a lot and now it is time to
put this in to action. Watch the streets as we make ourselves even more
visible. We want to be the place you come to when you want that perfect
present. We have space to make things happen and over the next 12
months it's going to come alive.
Get in touch- catherine@designsinmind.co.uk
www.designsinmind.co.uk www.thisisJOLT.co.uk
T @DesignsinMind
F @JOLTtheDesignsinMindShop

